Returning Equipment – Instructions
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EQUIPMENT RETURN

1. Presoak the body wearables (gloves, shoulder pads and arm pads) in a mix of 30%ish bleach-based
cleaner (not actual bleach - it is too harsh and destroys pieces) and 70%ish water. We highly recommend
Clorox Clean-up Cleaner and Bleach (green label) as your bleaching agent. (The bleach kills the bacteria,
which creates the gunky smell in older players gear.) Let the pieces soak for at least two-three hours.
2. Machine wash in hot water.
3. Air dry, preferably in the sun.
4. Cut off the mouth guard from the helmet and remove it. Do not remove tape with player’s name from
the helmet. Do not wash helmet. We disinfect all helmets individually.
5. When gear is completely dry, bag it up with the helmet and affix a piece of tape with the player's
name on the outside of the bag. Typically, a plastic bag meant for the kitchen garbage makes this
process easier on everyone (it fits all the pieces with-out issues and closes nicely at the top). Then, just
drop off at XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Please note: This is your responsibility. When items are returned as outlined above, we will shred your
deposit check. If you do not pre-soak or wash the gear (and we can tell if it is not), we will call you to
come pick it up to do so. If you choose not to pick up and wash, we will cash your deposit check, collect
$100 and send you the balance of the deposit check. Additionally, you will not be allowed to rent again.
Ooops - is there a piece missing? It happens. But, you must return the same items you rented (pair of
gloves, arm pads, shoulder pads and helmet). For example, if you’re missing a glove you will need to
replace the pair. Please do not buy a glove that is a size or two larger or smaller than what you have and
think we will not notice. We take the time to go through every bag. If something is not right, we will cash
your check, take $100 to buy a new set of what is missing and mail you the balance.
If you fail to return your equipment we will deposit your check of $250. If the Helmet has stickers or a
sticky residue we will charge you $50. In other words, no stickers on the helmets other than a SpringFord helmet sticker if you want to use it.

